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ENGL (Expert Networking Group Limited), a leading consulting firm in the United King-

dom that specializes in hybrid network solutions that leverage Novell¨ eDirectoryª, relates

its experience deploying and managing Windows* 2000 Professional.

IT Managers around the globe are once again faced with the perennial problem 

of upgrading the operating systems on all of their desktop computers. Whether the

pressure comes from application vendors whose new software versions require Windows

2000 Professional or from users that demand the latest technology, the result is the

sameÑultimately every desktop computer must have its operating system replaced.

Every release of the Windows operating system has come with the ability to upgrade

from previous operating system versions. Marketing literature would have us believe

that we simply insert the CD-ROM, answer a few questions and within minutes we will

have a fully functional desktop computer with the latest Windows technology. Anyone

who has tried this approach on more than a handful of desktop computers knows that it

just isnÕt that easy.

O V E RV I E W

Being able to start an operating system migration

with every desktop computer identically configured

is an IT professionalÕs dream; however, it soon

becomes obvious that even if a set of computers

starts out the same, over time their similarity

disappears as new applications are loaded and

configurations altered to meet real business

requirements. Typically, itÕs these changes or

some other unknown reason that causes the OS

upgrade to fail.

Many organizations now take the approach of

rebuilding the desktop computer from scratch.

This is particularly common when making a simple

step change in technology from Windows 95 or

Windows 98 to Windows 2000 Professional. Several

software vendors have released software to help

organizations make the move to Windows 2000

Professional. Still, many obstacles remain that

must be overcome during a rollout project.

At ENGL, we have found success in leveraging

Novell¨ ZENworks¨ for Desktops in simplifying 

the administration of the desktop computer. 

With Novell eDirectory at its core, ZENworks for

Desktops provides a framework for the development

of a standard desktop computer configuration with
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the ability to customize individual, or groups of,

desktop computers. One of the greatest benefits

that ZENworks for Desktops provides is that once

your rollout is complete you end up with a fully

functional desktop management infrastructure

that will reduce your desktop maintenance costs.

We have successfully utilized ZENworks for

Desktops to rollout Windows 2000 Professional in 

a number of different environments. In one case,

our ENGL team was able to rollout hundreds of

desktop computers in just a few days. This white

paper describes the process that ENGL uses and

shows some of the benefits that ZENworks for

Desktops provides over other solutions.

In a recent survey IDC found that 

ÒIT departments saved an average of 8.6 hours a

month per technical specialist on desktop set up and

configuration, thanks in part to ZENworksÕ imaging

capability, which alone saved 2.4 hours per month.

On average, IT departments saved a further 14.6

hours a month on software installation and upgrades

and 0.5 hours a month on software uninstalls.Ó

S TA N D A R D  D E S K TO P  D E V E L O P M E N T

Developing a standard desktop for deployment 

is probably the simplest phase of a migration

effort to understand, but it often takes the

longest time to complete. Competing forces often

try to determine the look and feel of the desktop;

however, the objective of this phase is to develop

a single look and feel that can to be used as 

the basis for every desktop computer in the

organization. Of course, customization for

individual users or groups of users can be applied

on top of the standard desktop.

In developing your standard desktop, 

pay particular attention to the icons that you

want displayed on the desktop and in the Start

Menu. Consider carefully the control panel 

applets that you want your users to have access

to. Avoid the temptation to remove all possibility

for users to customize their desktop. Preventing

all attempts at personalization simply leads to

user frustration. You can permit your users to

customize their desktop such that ZENworks for

Desktops will monitor their changes to ensure 

that functionality is not compromised.

Always consider restricting access to the

Network Control Panel applet on your standard

desktop. If users have access to the Network

Control Panel they could inadvertently disrupt

network communication. Without a working

connection to the network, ZENworks for Desktops

will not be able rectify user configuration errors.

As a result, you will be forced to make costly site

maintenance visits to correct the desktop problem.

Since ZENworks for Desktops provides full

support for Windows 2000 Group Policies you 

can leverage these native policies to provide the

level of control over the desktop that you need.

Once you have determined your Group Policy

strategy, simply create the Policy Objects in the

directory and these will be automatically applied

to the desktop.

At the end of standard desktop development

phase you should have a desktop computer

configured to your agreed standard. You should

fully document this standard so that it can be

reproduced as you move through the next phases.

“For the companies surveyed,

ZENworks provided an

average three-year ROI of

2,039% and a payback time

of less than three months.

Average savings over the

three-year period from

deploying ZENworks have 

a net present value of

$44,965 per 100 users.”

—Quantifying the 

business benefits of 

Directory-Based 

Desktop Management,

An IDC White Paper, 2001



connects to the Imaging Proxy server. The client

Imaging Engine will determine the make, model

and specification of the device and the Imaging

Proxy server will deliver the appropriate images.

You need to also consider how you will want to

deal with future maintenance. Inevitably, there will

be occasions when you will need to rebuild some 

of your desktop computers. ZENworks for Desktop

provides an automatic re-image mechanism that

you can leverage for these instances. You simply

have an administrator go to the workstation object

in the directory and check the Òre-image at next

bootÓ option. The user will then be asked to reboot

and a complete new image will be applied to the

desktop computer.

For computers not connected to the Local Area

Network, you can deploy the image by placing it

on CD-ROMs and then inserting the CD-ROMs into

the target computers at boot-up. The image will

be then automatically applied to the computersÕ

hard disk. This method is particularly useful for

laptop computers where the CD-ROMs can also 

act as emergency repair tools.

A P P L I C AT I O N  D E P L O Y M E N T

D E V E L O P M E N T

After completing the deployment of base images,

you can then move onto the deployment of

applications. ZENworks for Desktops gives you a

number of methods to choose from for application

deployment, including Snapshot technology,

running executables, and MSI through the Network

Application Launcher (NAL) interface. In all of these

methods, you create an Application Object in 

the directory and configure it with the necessary

4
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D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  W O R K S TAT I O N

I M A G E S

Using the decisions from the previous phases, 

you can now begin to build your base image. 

The first step is to use ZENworks for Desktops to

create an image of the desktop computer that you

configured previously as your standard desktop.

Next, you restore this image to every different

model of desktop computer in your environment.

Be sure to note any errors that occur due to

hardware or driver differences.

You must now go through a trial and error

process to build all the necessary drivers into your

base image. The objective of this process is to

produce a single base image that you use to apply

to every desktop computer in your environment.

Keep in mind that being able to create a universal

base image for your entire environment is an ideal

goal that cannot always be achieved. We often

find that it is necessary to create separate images

for some specific laptop computer models, but we

still always attempt to keep the total number of

images to a minimum.

Once you have a set of working images, you

must document the make, model and specifications

for each image. This information will permit 

you to configure the directory to perform

automated deployments.

Now that the images are configured, you need

to consider how the images will be placed onto

your desktop computers. Computers connected 

to the Local Area Network can be deployed

automatically at boot-up by using a generic boot

media such as floppy diskette or CD-ROM that
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specific configuration details and requirements.

The object can contain details such as the type of

hardware, amount of RAM, whether other applica-

tions or files have been installed and can check

for Registry entries. This degree of configuration

allows you to develop an installation matrix for

each application.

We recommend that wherever possible you opt

for the MSI approach. The MSI approach provides

the most flexibility in installation, as well post-

deployment re-configuration of the application. 

The MSI method also has the advantage of being the

default installation method for many applications.

Some organizations use third party tools to develop

MSI scripts for their non-MSI applications.

For applications where an MSI installation 

is not applicable, determine if it is possible to

simply run the application SETUP.EXE. This option

gives you a clean installation. Unfortunately, 

some applications simply wonÕt work with the MSI

or SETUP.EXE method. In these instances, you can

you use ZENworks for DesktopsÕ built-in Snapshot

utility to install the application on your standard

desktop computer and then take a snapshot of the

installation. This snapshot can then be imported

into Novell eDirectory and leveraged to repeat the

installation on any networked desktop computer.

You can customize individual application

objects to fine-tune an application according to

the needs of specific groups of users or groups of

workstations. You should avoid the temptation to

associate applications with individual users since

this will dramatically increase the administrative

overhead of your environment.

total management 
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R O L L O U T  TA S K S

To simplify the imaging rollout process in the past,

we used to create a Linux* partition on every

desktop computer and utilized a small Linux-based

client component in ZENworks for Desktops that

would communicate with the server-based imaging

engine. This allowed an administrator to simply

configure one setting on the workstation object in

the directory to enable the desktop computer to

be automatically re-imaged in the event of a fault

or other problem. ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 does

away with the need for the Linux partition with

its nice add-on option referred to as ZENworks 

for Desktops 3.2 Preboot Services. ZENworks for

Desktops 3.2 Preboot Services includes Preboot

Execution Environment (PXE) functionality. 

PXE is part of IntelÕs Wired for Management

specification and allows a workstation to be

booted and managed before the workstation

operating system starts. If you have purchased 

a new workstation from Compaq, IBM, Dell, 

or many other vendors in the past 18 months, 

that workstation is most likely already PXE ready. 

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 Preboot Services

eliminates the need for specific boot media 

and Linux partitions when performing desktop

computer imaging. Now the desktop computer will

boot, and using PXE it will contact the Imaging

Proxy server directly to receive the correct image.

This enhancement makes both the rollout and

maintenance of Windows 2000 Professional desktop

computers simpler by automating the workstation

registration and operating system deployment by

using intelligence built into the Imaging Policy

Object in the directory.
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With an automated workstation build,

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 Preboot Services now

offer hands-off management of your workstations

from the moment you take them out of the box.

A D D I T I O N A L  Z E N W O R K S  F O R

D E S K TO P S  3 . 2  E N H A N C E M E N T S

Novell has added several other significant

enhancements to ZENworks for Desktops 3.2, 

such as the ability to compress workstation images

40-60% smaller, both on disk and over the wire.

Since an image for a Windows 2000 Professional

build with a Novell client averages about six

hundred megabytes in size, compressing the image

file will not only save disk space but will reduce

the impact on valuable network bandwidth.

In addition to compression, ZENworks for

Desktops 3.2 has a Server-Based Image Multicasting

feature that enables you to initiate a single

multicast session from the server and push

workstation images to several workstations

simultaneously. This provides a considerable savings

in the time to deploy multiple workstations.

An enhancement to the Image Policy in the

directory enables administrators to include

advanced imaging commands. Tasks such as

partition manipulation and other imaging tasks

that were previously only available from the

imaging engineÕs command prompt are now

available through ConsoleOne¨. 

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 also delivers

enhancements in stability, scalability and

customization for all customers managing thin-client

sessions using ZENworks.

D E S K TO P  M A N A G E M E N T

Using ZENworks for Desktops as the deployment

tool to move your organization to Windows 2000

Professional also gives you a fully functional

desktop computer management system. All the

components used to deploy the operating system

and applications remain available for you to employ

in the maintenance of your desktop computers.

The support for Windows 2000 Group Policies

means that you can modify the desktop look 

and feel for many of your desktop computers 

by modifying a single object in the directory.

Application configurations can also be adjusted

by changing the parameters of a single object in

the directory. Complete service packs for

Windows 2000 Professional or for applications 

can be deployed quickly by adding them as

objects in the directory.

ZENworks for Desktops also includes a

comprehensive remote control component.

Functioning as part of the normal network client

software the remote control drivers permit

administrators to remote control usersÕ desktop

computers to troubleshoot issues, or assist with

user education. Unlike competitorsÕ offerings, 

the ZENworks for DesktopsÕ remote control

component utilizes the secure features of Novell

eDirectory to ensure that the administrator has

rights to remote control not only a particular

workstation, but also the rights to remote control

the currently logged in user. This becomes

particularly important in sensitive environments

such as Human Resource departments or 

CEO offices.

total management 
of Windows 2000
Professional
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CASE STUDY Ð DÕArcy Masius Benton and Bowles

Leading international advertising agency, DÕArcy Masius Benton and Bowles, relocated their UK

headquarters to a new site in London, England in the autumn of 2000. Some 600 personnel needed to

be relocated to the new site and DÕArcy decided to use the opportunity to migrate to NetWare¨ 5.1

servers and Windows 2000 Professional workstations. Office 2000 suite, as well as a number of other

business applications, also had to be integrated into the new environment. Barry Blackledge, the

Head of IT, had just 10 weeks to develop a new standard desktop environment and roll it out.

DÕArcyÕs original environment consisted of Windows 95 workstations with application delivery using

ZENworks 2.0 starter pack. The workstation build process took around 30 minutes using a scripted

Windows 95 setup and Novell Application Launcher. They had no policy control over the desktop

environment or remote desktop management capabilities.

Barry quickly identified NovellÕs ZENworks for Desktops 3 as the tool most capable of meeting his

exacting requirements and he engaged UK consultancy ENGL to guide him through the whole process.

ENGLÕs experienced consultants worked alongside DÕArcyÕs Desktop team to design an implementation

strategy and develop a standard desktop environment. 

Timescales were tight with no room for slippage, but through ZENworks for Desktops 3 DÕArcy 

was able to rollout 300 new machines for the first phase of the move in just 10 days. Compared with

a traditional rollout of new workstations, DÕArcy was able to make substantial savings, reducing the

cost by over 75% or UKP 25,000.

The new build processÑthat combined ZENworks for Desktops 3 imaging, ENGLsÕ Zcnc utility and

the Novell Application ExplorerÑdelivered a Windows 2000 professional workstation in just 10 minutes,

an improvement of 67%. By utilizing the Windows 2000 Group policy support in ZENworks for Desktops

3, the new workstations were Ôlocked-downÕ to minimize the opportunity for users to modify critical

system configurations.

With the completion of the rollout, DÕArcy expects desktop support calls to significantly decrease.

Also, by leveraging the desktop management functionality inherent to ZENworks for Desktops 3 they

will be able to more rapidly resolve logged calls than previously possible.

Afterwards, Blackledge commented, ÒMoving to a new site offered DÕArcy the chance to completely

review its desktop strategy with major upgrades in both server and desktop operating systems.

ZENworks for Desktops 3 afforded us the time to perfect the Windows 2000 implementation and

offered a fast and cost effective roll out to the users, whilst at the same time leveraging our existing

investment in server technology from Novell. ENGL proved themselves to be an invaluable resource

during the planning and implementation stages of this migration.Ó
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With the increasing numbers of desktop

computers in organizations, the ability to view the

complete corporationÕs IT Inventory from a single

database is increasingly important. ZENworks for

Desktops Inventory component provides on-going

Inventory information from every desktop in the

organization, enabling managers to monitor their

assets and control piracy.

D E S I G N  P R O C E S S

Possibly the most important phase of a 

ZENworks for Desktops project is the design phase,

but it is still often overlooked. You must start by

examining your existing environment, gathering

information on the key features required by users

and administrators, as well as information on

features that are less crucial. Identify any problem

applications, specifically those your administrators

identify as troublesome to install or maintain.

Next gather your key requirements, both from

an IT and a business perspective. The objective of

the design process is to develop a plan of how to

get from your current environment to your new

ZENworks for Desktops environment. During the

design process it is often beneficial to employ

someone who has experience with ZENworks for

Desktops to guide you through the various

features and capabilities.

S E RV E R  R O L E S  A N D  e D I R E C TO RY

C O N S I D E R AT I O N S

A specific portion of the Design Process will 

be to define the Server Roles and consider the

implications to Novell eDirectory.

One or more servers must be designated to run

the Automated Workstation Import (AWI) process

and the Automated Workstation Removal (AWR)

process. The AWI process detects new workstations

and creates a new workstation object in the

directory to represent that workstation. The AWR

process monitors all workstations and automatically

removes workstation objects that represent

workstations that are no longer used. AWI and 

AWR servers should be suitably located in order 

to avoid unnecessary Wide Area Network traffic.

Workstation Imaging is a major benefit available

with ZENworks for Desktops. Imaging consists of

two components, a small Imaging Engine client

component and an Imaging Proxy on one or more

servers. To determine the best locations for the

Imaging servers you must consider the amount of

imaging that will take place. Environments that

regularly re-image workstations, such as education

establishments, Internet Caf�Õs etc., may place 

an Imaging Proxy on several servers. Environments

where imaging is infrequent, such as an office,

might consider having only a single Imaging Proxy.

Since a single image may be several hundred

megabytes in size, Wide Area Network traffic must

also be taken into consideration.

ZENworks for Desktops Inventory capability is

extensive and needs to be carefully designed to be

effective. A master database is available to hold the

inventory for your entire organization. This database

can become very large, so organizations with

many desktop computers should consider placing

the master database on a dedicated server.

Inventory gatherers should be placed on servers

total management 
of Windows 2000
Professional
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close to the usersÕ workstations to ensure efficient

gathering of inventory data.

Novell eDirectory design is critical.

Implementing ZENworks for Desktops can triple the

number of objects in an existing Novell eDirectory

tree. So, lack of careful design could potentially

lead to Replication Synchronization issues that

cause Wide Area Network traffic congestion.

Careful design of the placement of ZENworks

for Desktops objects within the directory and

optimization of the number of objects is essential

for an effective design. Avoid the temptation to

simply create one server package for every

server. Spend time analyzing the server roles and

create one package for each role, or group of

roles, and then apply the package to all the

servers in that role.

A U TO M AT E D  W O R K S TAT I O N  B U I L D

Before moving onto the development of

workstation images, you must consider the

method you will use to build your workstations.

Not only must you consider how the rollout of

Windows 2000 Professional will take place but also

how you intend to maintain your desktop

computers in the future.

You have two main choicesÑto use a series 

of layered workstation images or to use an

automated login mechanism. The layered image

approach involves the development of a series of

images. Each image is automatically deployed to

the desktop computer in turn, according to a

predetermined configuration. This approach is

fast and very reliable, but does not lend itself to

easy updating in the future. 

As an example, you could first create a base

image with the Windows 2000 Professional

operating system and the Novell Clientª, a

layered image containing Adobe Acrobat* Reader

and another layered image containing Microsoft*

Office 2000. When you build a new desktop

computer, the three images will be written to

the hard disk in sequence. Assuming that no file

or directory conflicts exists, the final desktop

computer would be correctly configured in a

matter of minutes.

total management 
of Windows 2000
Professional
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However, if you are likely to change or update

any component within an image, such as adding a

Microsoft Office 2000 Service Pack, or changing the

configuration of the Microsoft Excel Add-ins, then

you must re-create the entire image. Additionally,

any existing desktop computers would need to be

updated by another process, since you would only

apply images to newly built desktop computers.

The automated login approach uses a base

image with the Windows 2000 Professional operating

system, configured to your standard. But with this

approach, the AutoAdminLogon registry keys are

set to force the desktop computer to automatically

login to the directory the next time it boots up.

During the login, using a special Novell eDirectory

account, additional applications can be deployed

to the workstation based upon user and

workstation policies.

In this configuration, the initial build of a

workstation will take longer, perhaps 30 minutes

for an average build with Microsoft Office 2000;

however, the advantage that it gives you is that

any changes to the configuration are handled

through the application object in the directory

and can be applied to both existing installed

desktop computers as well as new builds.

In practice, ENGL has found that a combination

of the two approaches can often be adopted. 

Any applications that are unlikely to change, 

or change infrequently are configured as images

while large applications, such as Microsoft Office

2000 and those subject to frequent change, 

are installed through workstation or user polices

during an automated login.

Duplicate Security Identifiers (SIDs) are a

common cause of concern when imaging Windows

2000 machines. Since SIDs are used by Microsoft

networking to determine security access between

machines, each SID must be unique on each

machine. ZENworks for Desktops includes Novell

Client components that scramble the local SIDs 

in a machineÕs registry and file system. 

Problems with SIDs often occur because the

machine has been made a member of an NT

Domain that creates domain SIDs for that computer.

We strongly suggest that you never clone a machine

that is part of a Domain. Instead, either use Novell

Account Management (formally NDS¨ for NT) to 

bring the Domain into Novell eDirectory or use a

utility such as Microsoft SysPrep to automate the

installation of the machine into the Domain. 

SysPrep is a free tool that can reduce the

number of Windows 2000 Professional base 

images and provide plug and play detection and

customization during the build process. SysPrep

also has the facility to scramble the local machine

SIDs, but we suggest that this feature be disabled

and left to ZENworks to perform. 

Using the mini-setup wizard, the Windows 

2000 Professional environment can be customized,

including the computer name, time zone, language

and desktop settings. It is worth pointing out that

once a default configuration has been created on 

a master machine, all destination machines must

have compatible hardware abstraction layers

(HALs), For example, an Advanced Configuration

and Power Interface (ACPI) multiprocessor HAL is

not compatible with a non-ACPI multiprocessor HAL.
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I N V E N TO RY  D E S I G N  A N D

C U S TO M I Z AT I O N

The ZENworks for Desktops Inventory feature is

ideally suited to a Wide Area Network environment.

Local Inventory ÒGathererÓ processes are located

on servers strategically placed throughout the

organization. Each desktop computer passes its own

hardware and software Inventory information to

the Gatherer at intervals specified in the directory.

Each Gatherer process will, again at times

specified in the directory, pass its collated Inventory

information to a ÒMaster DatabaseÓ that will collate

Inventory information for the entire organization 

in a single location. To facilitate this Òroll upÓ

process over Wide Area Network links, data can 

be rolled up through any number of intermediary

ÒStaging Servers.Ó The Staging Server simply acts

as a staging post, collating Inventory information

from any number of Gatherers before passing it

onto the Master Database.

These three types of Inventory database

engines can run on Sybase or Oracle servers in 

any combination. Before starting to implement

your Inventory system it is essential to spend

some time planning the placement of your

Gatherers, Staging Servers and Master Database.

The Gatherers must be easily accessible from

every Desktop Computer they serve whereas the

Staging Servers should be placed at strategic

locations for your Wide Area Network.

C O N C L U S I O N

For both large and small clients, ENGL has rolled

out thousands of desktops using ZENworks for

Desktops in just a few months since the productsÕ

launch. The investment in good design and

planning has resulted in the smooth rollout of

Windows 2000 Professional with little interruption

to the clientsÕ business and has had left the 

IT department with a comprehensive desktop

management tool.

The use of ZENworks for Desktops imaging 

has meant that costly visits to each desktop

computer to perform the Windows 2000 Professional

installation no longer require a highly skilled

technician. Instead, it can be left to more junior

personnel who can complete many installations 

in a day.
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Avenida das Na��es 
Unidas, 12.995
8¼ Andar
04578-000 S�o Paulo - SP
Brasil
Tel: (55) 11 5505 4040
Fax: (55) 11 5505 4041

Novell Chile
Edificio Nuevo Centro
Providencia
Av. 11 de Septiembre 1881,
Of. 615
Providencia, Santiago 
Chile
Tel: (56) 2 3769211
Fax: (56) 2 3769776

Novell de Colombia
Teleport Business Park
Calle 114 No. 9 - 45
Torre B - Of. 709
Santaf� de Bogot�
Colombia
Tel: (57) 1 629-2969
Fax: (57) 1 629-3509 

Novell de M�xico 
Blvd. Manuel Avila
Camacho #138-1
Col. Lomas de Chapultepec
Mexico D.F., C.P. 11000
Tel: (52) 5 284 2700
Fax: (52) 5 284 2799

Novell Central America
One East Broward Blvd.
Suite 700
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301
USA
Tel: (954) 713 2869
Fax: (954) 356 0409

Novell de Panam�
Calle 53 Marbella, 
World Trade Center
Piso 2, Oficina 10
Ciudad de Panama
Panama
Tel: (507) 206-8714
Fax: (507) 206-8777

Novell del Per�
Pasaje Martir Olaya 129,
Of. 1701, Miraflores
Lima 18
Peru
Tel: (511) 214 1340
Fax: (511) 214 1087

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST,
AFRICA REGION

Novell Austria
Heiligenst�dter L�nde 27c
1190 Vienna
Austria
Tel: (+43) 1 367 74 44
Fax: (+43) 1 367 74 44 20

Novell Belgium NV
Koningin Astridplein 5, 
(3rd floor)
2018 Antwerpen
Belgium 
Tel: (32) 3 206 1793
Fax: (32) 3 206 1799

Novell Praha s.r.o.
Praha City Center
Klimentska 46
110 02 Praha 1, 
Czech Republic
Tel: (420) 2 2185 66 11
Fax: (420) 2 2185 66 22

Novell Danmark a/s
Slotsmarken 12
DK 2970 H¿rsholm
Danmark
Tel: (+45) 45 16 00 20
Fax: (+45) 45 16 00 40

Novell Finland
Lars Sonckin kaari 14 
02600 Espoo
Finland 
Tel: (358) 9 502 951
Fax: (358) 9 502 95 300

Novell France
Tour Framatome
1, place de la Coupole
92084 Paris La D�fense cedex
France
Tel: (33) 1 47 96 60 05
Fax: (33) 1 47 78 94 72

Novell Germany 
Monschauer Strasse 12
40549 D�sseldorf
Germany
Tel: (49) 211 5631 0
Fax: (49) 211 5631 250

Novell Hungary
East-West Business Center
R�k�czi �t 1-3
1088 Budapest
Hungary
Tel: (36) 1 235 7656
Fax: (36) 1 266 6360

Novell Israel
Ackerstein Building 
Medinat Hayehudim St 103
Herzliya 46776
Israel
Tel: (972) 99 51 44 55
Fax: (972) 99 51 44 66 

Novell Italia
Piazza Don Mapelli 75
20099 Sesto San Giovanni
Milano
Italy
Tel: (39) 02 26295.1
Fax: (39) 02 26295 800

Novell Nederland
Barbizonlaan 25
2908 MB Capelle a/d IJssel
PO Box 85024
3009 MA Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: (31) 10 286 44 44
Fax: (31) 10 286 40 10

Novell Norge AS
¯stensj¿veien 34
P.O. Box 6555 Etterstad
0606 Oslo
Norway
Tel: +47 23 37 77 70
Fax: +47 23 37 77 71 

Novell Polska
ul. Wsp�lna 47/49
00-684 Warszawa
Poland
Tel: (48) 22 537 5000
Fax: (48) 22 537 5099

Novell Portugal
Centro Empresarial Torres 
de Lisboa
Rua Tom�s da Fonseca, 
Torre G
1600-209 Lisboa
Portugal
Tel: (351) 21 723 06 30 
Fax: (351) 21 722 35 33 

Novell Russia and CIS
Suite 524, Business Center
2, Berezhkovskaya 
Naberezhnaya
121059 Moscow, Russia
Tel.: +7 095 941 8075/8073
Fax: +7 095 941 8066 

Novell South Africa
Morning Wedge Office Park 
Novell House
255 Rivonia Road 
Morningside 
Sandton
PO Box 1840
Rivonia 2128
Republic of South Africa
Tel: (27) 11 322 8300
Fax: (27) 11 322 8341

Novell Spain, S.A. (Madrid)
Paseo de la Castellana, 95
Planta 27
Edificio Torre
Europa
28046 Madrid
Spain
Tel: (34) 91 555 65 67
Fax: (34) 91 555 29 15

Novell Sweden
Kronborgsgr�nd 1
164 87 Kista
Sweden
Tel: +46 (8) 477 41 00
Toll-free: +46 (20) 35 30 30
Fax: +46 (8) 477 41 01

Novell (Schweiz) AG 
Leutschenbachstrasse 41
8050 Z�rich
Switzerland
Tel: (41) 1 308 47 47
Fax: (41) 1 302 04 01 

Novell United Kingdom Ltd.
Novell House 
1 Arlington Square
Downshire Way Bracknell
Berkshire RG12 1WA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1344 724000
Fax: +44 (0)1344 724001

ASIA PACIFIC REGION

Novell Pty Ltd
Level 18, 201 Miller Street
North Sydney NSW 2060
Australia
Tel: +61 2 9925 3000
Fax: +61 2 9922 2113

Novell New Zealand Limited
L12, 44 - 52 Wellesley Street
Auckland 1
New Zealand
Tel: +64 9 308 1400
Fax: +64 9 308 1409

Novell China
Floor 11 Canway Building
No. 66 Nan Li Shi Road 
Beijing 100045, China
Tel: (86) 10 68028855
Fax: (86) 10 68028720

Novell Hong Kong
Room 4601-5
China Resources Building
26 Harbour Road
Wanchai
Hong Kong, China
Tel: (852) 2 588 5288
Fax: (852) 2 827 6555

Onward Novell 
Software (l) Ltd.
62 MIDC, 13th Street
Andheri (East)
Mumbai 400 093
India
Tel: +91 (022) 8342244
Fax: +91 (022) 8342223

Novell Japan Ltd.
Toei Mishuku Bldg.
1-13-1 Mishuku
Setagaya-Ku
Tokyo 154-8561
Japan
Tel: (81) 3 5481 1294
Fax: (81) 3 5481 1934

Novell Corporation (Malaysia)
Sdn Bhd
Unit 501, Level 5, Uptown 1
1 Jalan SS21/58
Damansara Uptown
47400 Petaling jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia
Tel: (60) 3 7722 6100
Fax: (60) 3 7722 6155

Novell Philippines, Inc.
28th Floor, Tower 2,
The Enterprise Center
6766 Ayala Avenue, 
Paseo de Roxas
1226 Makati City, Philippines
Tel: (632) 849 3878
Fax: (632) 849 3861

Novell Singapore Pte Ltd
8 Temasek Boulevard
#32-01/02 Suntec Tower Three
Singapore 038988
Tel: (65) 395 6888
Fax: (65) 395 6777

Novell Software 
(Thailand) Ltd.
16th Flr., TISCO Tower
48 North Sathorn Rd.
Silom, Bangrak, 
Bangkok 10500
Thailand
Tel: (662) 638 0310
Fax: (662) 638-0311

Novell Taiwan
The MORE IntÕl Business Centre
23F., No. 105, Section 2
Tun Hwa South Road
Taipei 106
TAIWAN R.O.C.
Tel: (886) 2 2784 1613
Fax: (886) 2 2702 5050
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